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MiG – Materials Management in Balance:
Turn your ERP system into an electronics specialist
Your toolbox for increased efficiency in electronics
production – save time and costs with MiG

The following situation occurs again and again in many companies:
The Monday rounds: Sales, Customer Support, Production Management and Purchasing meet for a review
of the situation. “What do we have to deliver this week without fail?” – “What can we actually manage to
produce and deliver?“ Wish and reality diverge widely often enough. And the pressure from the customer stirs
up the mood in your own plant.
Business planning: The management’s business plan provides for a profit margin of 10% before tax. Despite a
high level of commitment by all participants and scheduled turnover, only a narrow margin of 3.5% remains.
Again and again material problems have been discovered much too late notice and in the meantime components have had to be purchased quickly.
Production bottleneck: Emergency call in purchasing. The ERP system reports, that a module urgently expected by the customer cannot be produced. The PCBs and a component are missing. Two employees search one
each for a missing part. The PCBs are ordered per „express delivery“ at considerable additional cost. At the
same time it turns out, that there is no chance to procure the other missing part in the delivery time required.
Unnecessary additional costs have therefore been caused through the lack of transparency.

All have the same goal: The customers should receive
the promised goods at the contractually agreed times.
And yet often enough those involved “pass the buck”
to back and forth. Sales puts pressure on the head of
production. He cannot help, because he is convinced,
that purchasing is the bottleneck. Ultimately the management must make decisions based on insufficient
transparency and information.
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Maximum transparency and efficiency, increased
delivery reliability, reduction of invested capital

“MiG – Materials Management in Balance” is a software tool for the support of
production planning and control of the materials management. As an independent additional tool, MiG can be linked to existing ERP systems with little effort.
MiG is tailored to the specific requirements of the electronics industry, and among
other things includes the functions:
•
•
•
•

Delivery Overview
Production Overview
Bottleneck Evaluation
Inventory Optimization

MiG is a highly efficient tool for Purchasing, Production Planning and -Control,
Sales and Management. It shortens the processing time of orders and secures the
delivery capability through the early identification of bottlenecks. MiG ensures for
a balanced material- and order management, with which delivery capability and
invested capital are continuously balanced. Through the maximum transparency
and systematics of all material management data, MiG provides sustained process
improvements.
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Simple Operation, Overview and Transparency

How does MiG work
The software tool MiG can be coupled to all common ERP systems with little effort.
Coupling possibilities to proprietary ERP solutions can be analyzed individually.
For MiG users Perzeptron offers low and transparent license costs.
After the initial setup of the system, MiG has access to the data of the ERP system. It is thereby ensured, that no data are written back to the ERP system. MiG
functions with dynamic data comparison, i.e. the data are continuously updated
automatically in MiG with regard to the current data stock in the ERP system.
The very simple and intuitive operability reduces the training requirements to
a minimum. Naturally, all data can be exported in various formats (e.g. Excel),
published as PDF and also sent directly via E-Mail.

Production Problems + Storage/Logistics






No planning basis due to missing parts
Too tight, short-term scheduling
Too high postponement rate
Staﬀ representative (above all in small companies)
Diﬃcult planning for small batch sizes

Eﬀect
"Hectic production", increase
in setup times, production
downtime, inventories too high,
lead time too long, dissatisﬁed
customers + employees

Consequence
Lower competitiveness
Loss of orders
Decrease in turnover
Costs too high

MiG Beneﬁts
No missing parts

Purchasing Problems
Procurement problems, long supplier delivery times
Permanent change of the production planning
(internal and external)
 Staﬀ representative (above all in small companies)
 "The devil takes the hindmost"...purchasing must
reproduce all material movements
 Capacity too low
overloading



No coordinated prioritization of
the missing part processing
by the system

Time pressure, high purchasing
costs, waste of resources, poor
delivery reliability to the customer

Correct prioritization of the
purchasing resources

Dissatisﬁed customers,
high pressure of competition

Loss of (regular) customers,
delayed receipt of payments
for deliveries, loss of commission

High level of delivery
reliability and customer
satisfaction

Lower competitiveness,
high level of employee
ﬂuctuation, loss of customers

Decrease in margins and turnover,
loss of orders, lower investment
possibilities, liquidity bottlenecks,
decrease in proﬁt
"Downward spiral"

Proﬁtable and successful
through transparency

Distribution Problems



Delivery dates are not kept
Long wait for order conﬁrmation,
no reliable (ﬁxed) deadline statements

Management/Controlling Problems




High capital commitment, low liquidity / proﬁtability
Dissatisﬁed employees
Dissatisﬁed customers
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MiG function Delivery Overview

“Can you see at a glance, whether you
have a material- or production problem?
MiG can!“

The delivery overview provides the sales department with an optimal overview of all delivery items. Through
this transparency queries about the production status of the relevant products become redundant. Due to
adapted processes the production’s adherence to schedules increases, and consequently also the adherence
to delivery dates of the customer, with a reduction of effort at the same time. MiG provides a delivery list
with all items that are to be delivered, resp. can be delivered fully automatically.

MiG function Production Overview

“The production overview
serves the adherence to
schedules”

The MiG production overview very quickly provides the user with an optimal overview of the supply of materials for all production orders. As a result the planning security of the production department increases and
coordination expenditures are no longer necessary.
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MiG function Bottleneck View

“The bottleneck view avoids
additional costs due to repeat
orders for components”

The aim of a proactive production management must be, to discover the “critical path” of production orders
and to eliminate missing parts, before they cause disruption. The MiG bottleneck view function enables a fast
overview of all problematic components over the entire parts list structure. The result of the target-oriented
editing of the bottleneck view is the targeted planning security for production and sales.

MiG function Inventory Optimization

“The inventory optimization
serves the avoidance of unnecessary tied-up capital!”

For the management in particular, the control of tied-up capital in the form of inventories is a task of strategic
importance. The MiG inventory optimization enables the highly efficient early detection and postponement of such
orders, that are not yet required at the selected point in time and would therefore cause unnecessary disruption. This
way, delivery capability and tied-up capital can be optimized simultaneously.
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Case study for the implementation of MiG1

The company concerned is an EMS service provider, that has manufactured industrial electronics to order for
more than 30 years. With 42 employees, the company generates a turnover of Euro 9.5 million and in the
past years has achieved a continual average growth of 10 % per year.
Due to the growth of the company, the further development of the internal structures and associated processes has been neglected. This has resulted in poor production planning, that in some cases causes throughput
times of more than 30 days.

THROUGHPUT TIMES OF CONCLUDED PRODUCTION ORDERS
35

Average throughput times of production orders
Linear (average throughput times of all production orders)
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Because of this poor planning, component bottlenecks also occur again and again due to too many missing
parts, since an exact overview of the components in stock is not 100% possible.

1

Figures and facts originate from concrete companies and have been modified for this case example.
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DEVELOPMENT OF THE MISSING PART SITUATION

Through the implementation of many short-term procurement actions, which in turn cause high purchasing
costs, these component bottlenecks are to some extent remedied. However, since some components are
difficult to obtain due to the situation on the global market, delivery dates cannot always be adhered to. The
poor production planning contributes towards this development. The delivery performance of the entire production is inadequate. In some cases not even 50 % of the deliveries can be supplied to customers on time.
ADHERENCE TO DELIVERY DATES
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Furthermore, because of the component bottlenecks the company is under massive price pressure. In order
to achieve the necessary component prices when purchasing the components later, in some cases higher
volumes than necessary must be accepted. A high capital commitment is also brought about as a result.

EURO

TIED-UP CAPITAL
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Case Example
Company data
Age of company

30 years

Branch

EMS service provider

Product

Printer controls, industrial electronics

Annual turnover

€ 9.5 million (annual growth: 10 %)

Number of employees

42

Initial situation
Missing part quota

Over 70 %

Tied-up capital

€ 5.2 million

Adherence to delivery dates

In some cases below 50 %

Order throughput times

In some cases more than 30 days

MiG usage since

Jan. 2012

Which departments work with MiG

Purchasing, Production, Management, Sales

Other measures by Perzeptron

Introduction of tools for capacity planning,
regular monitoring of tied-up capital,
regular management reports

Present situation (since the introduction of MiG)
Missing part quota

Below 5 %

Tied-up capital

Reduction to € 2.5 million

Adherence to delivery dates

Approx. 85 %

Adherence to delivery dates

Reduction to 21 days

Company development

Increase in turnover last year of 10 %
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Perzeptron GmbH
Mergenthaler Allee 79–81
D-65760 Eschborn
info@perzeptron.de
www.perzeptron.de
Tel. +49 6196 777579-10
Fax: +49 6196 777579-99
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